From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: Zenooz, Ashwini; Short, John (VACO); Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Mon Mar 19 2018 09:19:54 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 20:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: [Redacted]
Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; Foster, Michele (SES)

Recurring: No
ShowReminder: No
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Mon Mar 19 09:23:52 Central Daylight Time 2018
Scheduling POC: and va.gov
All, I am including everyone in the group in case anyone has any last minute scheduling changes.
Thanks
Scheduling POC: [redacted] and [redacted] va.gov

All, I am including everyone in the group in case anyone has any last minute scheduling changes. Thanks.
Subject: EHR VA Call with

Date: Tue Mar 20 2018 11:31:55 CDT

Attachments:

StartTime: Wed Mar 21 09:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Wed Mar 21 10:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018

Location:

Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Trux, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; IP; Foster, Michele (SES); Zenooz, Ashwini; Short, John (VACO);
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: No
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Tue Mar 20 15:07:00 Central Daylight Time 2018

This call is to speak with since he is unable to join Tuesday evening.
This call is to speak with (b) since he is unable to join Tuesday evening.
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: Bcc:
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Mon Mar 19 2018 12:32:30 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 18:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location:
Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; Short, John (VACO); Zenooz, Ashwini; Foster, Michele (SES); IP; Foster, Michele (SES); Foster, Michele (SES); Foster, Michele (SES);
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: No
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Mon Mar 19 12:38:00 Central Daylight Time 2018

All will not be able to participate in the entire session so we are going to start at 7:30PM to get feedback from . Thanks.

Scheduling POC:
Perfect

Sent from my iPad
Bruce Moskowitz M.D.

On Mar 19, 2018, at 2:45 PM, Blackburn, Scott R. <b(6)@va.gov> wrote:

FYI. (b)(6) time tomorrow night is limited (he will be in between flights). Given he is a “single issue” guy; we are going to start the call at 7:30 and cover the Cloud issue from 7:30-8pm ET before everyone else joins at 8pm ET. I think we will have everyone except (b)(6) and (b)(6) on the call. (b) is working a time on Wednesday to get them on a call.

Scott

From: Blackburn, Scott R.
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 2:40 PM
To: (b)(6) ; (b)(5)
Cc: Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Short, John (VACO)
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] VA EHR Call Update

Thank you, (b)(6) Dr. Moskowitz mentioned very specifically to me that we should get your perspective on cloud so that we know we have that part correct. I am thinking we cover that issue from 7:30-8pm ET before others join at 8pm.

Thank you again for the support.
Scott
Thank you for your response. I have sent two outlook invites, one starting at 7:30 PM EST for you to participate in as well as the 8 PM EST with the group. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

From: [mailto: (b) (6) mayo.edu]
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2018 9:36 PM
To: [ b] (6)
Cc: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] VA EHR Call Update
Importance: High

Tuesday I am in Rochester, MN. Meetings 10:30-2:00 and a 4 pm flight to Atlanta.

If the call needs to be Tuesday, I have a layover in ATL 7:05-8:48 pm. Could I call in as soon as I land?

Wednesday I could make a call after 6:30 pm.

Good afternoon,
I hope you are having a nice weekend! Sorry for the extra email but we are having trouble finding a time that works for everyone. Right now, Tuesday evening seems to be the best time. If we made the call later on Tuesday starting at 5pm, 6pm, 7pm or 8pm ET would you be able to make that work?

Thanks again!

Executive Assistant to the Assistant Secretary
Office of Information and Technology
US Department of Veterans Affairs
Desk: [b] (6)
Cell: [b] (6)
From: Blackburn, Scott R. <my@exchange.administrative.group>
To: Marc Sherman <marc.sherman@gmail.com>; Bruce Moskowitz <b.moskowitz@mac.com>
Cc: Windom, John H. <john.windom@exchange.administrative.group>

Subject: [b] (b) (6)
Date: Tue Mar 20 2018 21:30:34 CDT
Attachments:

Bruce/Marc – thanks for introducing us to all the experts we talked to tonight. It was extremely valuable.

We have [b] (b) (6) from Intermountain tomorrow at 10am. I assume you have the calendar invite, but just in case it is [b] (b) (6).

We have been unable to schedule anything with [b] (6) (very busy calendar). We will try again.

Scott

Scott Blackburn
Executive in Charge, Office of Information & Technology
US Department of Veterans Affairs
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: Bcc:
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Mon Mar 19 2018 12:32:31 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 18:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location:
Invitees: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; IP; Foster, Michele (SES); Ashwin; Short, John (VACO); Zenooz
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: Yes
ReminderMinutes: 15
ReminderTime: Tue Mar 20 18:15:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Tue Mar 20 18:28:12 Central Daylight Time 2018

All will not be able to participate in the entire session so we are going to start at 7:30PM to get feedback from . Thanks,

Scheduling POC: va.gov
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: Bcc:
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Mon Mar 19 2018 12:32:31 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 18:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: 
Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; IP; Foster, Michele (SES); Zenooz, Ashwin; Short, John (VACO);
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: No
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Tue Mar 20 18:28:12 Central Daylight Time 2018

All (b) (6) will not be able to participate in the entire session so we are going to start at 7:30PM to get feedback from (b) (6) Thanks (b) (6)
Scheduling POC: (b) (6) (b) (6) (b) va.gov
From: Blackburn, Scott R. <o=va/ou=exchange administrative group (fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=(b) (6), (b) (5)>
To: Bruce Moskowitz <(b) (6)mac.com>; Marc Sherman <(b) (6)gmail.com>
Cc: Windom, John H. <o=va/ou=exchange administrative group (fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=(b) (6), (b) (5)>
Bcc: Windom, John H. <o=va/ou=exchange administrative group (fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=(b) (6), (b) (5)>
Subject: Dr. Cooper - Cloud expertise
Date: Mon Mar 19 2018 13:45:08 CDT
 Attachments:

FYI. (b) (6) time tomorrow night is limited (he will be in between flights). Given he is a “single issue” guy; we are going to start the call at 7:30 and cover the Cloud issue from 7:30-8pm ET before everyone else joins at 8pm ET. I think we will have everyone except (b) (6) and (b) (6) on the call. (b) is working a time on Wednesday to get them on a call.

Scott

From: Blackburn, Scott R.
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 2:40 PM
To: Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Short, John (VACO)
Cc: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] VA EHR Call Update

Thank you, (b) (6) Dr. Moskowitz mentioned very specifically to me that we should get your perspective on cloud so that we know we have that part correct. I am thinking we cover that issue from 7:30-8pm ET before others join at 8pm.

Thank you again for the support.

Scott

From: Blackburn, Scott R.
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 1:38 PM
To: Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew
Cc: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] VA EHR Call Update

(b) (6), (b) (5)
thank you for your response. I have sent two outlook invites, one starting at 7:30PM EST for you to participate in as well as the 8PM EST with the group. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

From: [b] [6] [mailto: [b] [6] mayo.edu]
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2018 9:36 PM
To: [b] [6]
Cc: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] VA EHR Call Update
Importance: High

Tuesday I am in Rochester, MN. Meetings 10:30-2:00 and a 4 pm flight to Atlanta.

If the call needs to be Tuesday, I have a layover in ATL 7:05-8:48 pm. Could I call in as soon as I land?

Wednesday I could make a call after 6:30 pm.

From: [b] [6] [mailto: [b] [6] va.gov]
Date: Saturday, March 17, 2018 at 12:13 PM
To: "Cooper, Leslie T., M.D." [b] [6] mayo.edu
Subject: [EXTERNAL] VA EHR Call Update

Good afternoon,

I hope you are having a nice weekend! Sorry for the extra email but we are having trouble finding a time that works for everyone. Right now, Tuesday evening seems to be the best time. If we made the call later on Tuesday starting at 5pm, 6pm, 7pm or 8pm ET would you be able to make that work?

Thanks again!
Executive Assistant to the Assistant Secretary
Office of Information and Technology
US Department of Veterans Affairs
Desk: [b] (6)
Cell: [b] (6)
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule

To: VA CIO Executive Schedule

Cc: Blackburn, Scott R. Windom, John H. Truex, Matthew Moskowitz Mackenziemail.com; Marc Sherman

Subject: VA EHR Call

Date: Sun Mar 18 2018 13:30:57 CDT

Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 20:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: 

Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; [b][o]

Recurring: No

ShowReminder: Yes
ReminderMinutes: 15
ReminderTime: Tue Mar 20 18:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Mon Mar 19 08:23:00 Central Daylight Time 2018

Scheduling POC: [b][o] and [b][o] va.gov

All, I am including everyone in the group in case anyone has any last minute scheduling changes.

Thanks, [o]
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule

To: VA CIO Executive Schedule

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: VA EHR Call

Date: Sun Mar 18 2018 13:30:57 CDT

Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 20:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: 1-800-767-1750.22712#
Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; IP; 

Recurring: No
ShowReminder: No
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Mon Mar 19 08:23:00 Central Daylight Time 2018

Scheduling POC: va.gov

All, I am including everyone in the group in case anyone has any last minute scheduling changes. Thanks.
I still have not received the EMR documents to review. You have my NDA. Please send ASAP. I am a reasonable speed reader so you can include all pages.

Sent from my iPad
Bruce Moskowitz M.D.
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Thu Mar 15 2018 10:23:07 CDT

StartTime: Mon Mar 19 11:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Mon Mar 19 11:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: [b] [5]
Invites: Truex, Matthew; Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; [b] [6] Sherman; Bruce Moskowitz
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: Yes
ReminderMinutes: 15
ReminderTime: Mon Mar 19 10:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Accepted: No
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Thu Mar 15 2018 10:23:07 CDT

StartTime: Mon Mar 19 11:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Mon Mar 19 11:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: [Redacted]
Invites: Truex, Matthew; Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Sherman; Bruce Moskowitz
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: Yes
ReminderMinutes: 15
ReminderTime: Mon Mar 19 10:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Mon Mar 19 08:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc:
Bcc:
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Thu Mar 15 2018 10:23:07 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Mon Mar 19 11:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Mon Mar 19 11:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: [REDACTED]
Invites: Truex, Matthew; Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Sherman; Bruce Moskowitz
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: No
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Mon Mar 19 08:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
<br>/o=va/ou=exchange administrative group
<br>(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=[(b) (6), (b) (6)]

To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
<br>/o=va/ou=exchange administrative group
<br>(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=[(b) (6), (b) (5)] Windom, John H.
<br>/o=va/ou=exchange administrative group
<br>(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=[(b) (6), (b) (5)] Blackburn, Scott R.
<br>/o=va/ou=exchange administrative group
<br>(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=[(b) (6), (b) (5)] Truex, Matthew
<br>/o=va/ou=viacn03/cn=recipients/cn=[(b) (6), (b) (5), (b) (6)]
<br>(b) (6)
<br>(b) (6)
<br>mac.com>; Bruce Moskowitz
<br>(b) (5)

Cc:

Bcc:

Subject: EHR VA Call

Date: Wed Mar 14 2018 09:29:27 CDT

Attachments:

StartTime: Wed Mar 21 15:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Wed Mar 21 16:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: [b] (5)
Invites: Windom, John H.; Blackburn, Scott R.; Truex, Matthew; [b] (6)
Bruce Moskowitz
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: Yes
ReminderMinutes: 15
ReminderTime: Wed Mar 21 14:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Accepted: No
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: Windom, John H.
Blackburn, Scott R.
Truex, Matthew
Bruce Moskowitz
Subject: Canceled: EHR VA Call
Date: Wed Mar 14 2018 09:29:27 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Wed Mar 21 15:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Wed Mar 21 16:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: [redacted]
Invitees: Windom, John H.; Blackburn, Scott R.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: Yes
ReminderMinutes: 15
ReminderTime: Wed Mar 21 14:45:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Accepted: No
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: Windom, John H.
Blackburn, Scott R.
Truex, Matthew
Bruce Moskowitz

Subject: Canceled: EHR VA Call
Date: Wed Mar 14 2018 09:29:27 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Wed Mar 21 15:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Wed Mar 21 16:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location:
Invites: Windom, John H.; Blackburn, Scott R.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: No
Accepted: No
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: 
Bcc: 

Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Mon Mar 19 2018 09:19:55 CDT

Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 20:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: 

Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; IP; Zenooz, Ashwini; Short, John (VACO); 

Recurring: No
Show/Reminder: No
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Mon Mar 19 09:20:00 Central Daylight Time 2018

Scheduling POC: and va.gov
All, I am including everyone in the group in case anyone has any last minute scheduling changes.

Thanks.
This call is to speak with [redacted] since he is unable to join Tuesday evening.
This call is to speak with [redacted] since he is unable to join Tuesday evening.
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Mon Mar 19 2018 12:32:31 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 18:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: 
Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; IP; Foster, Michele (SES); Short, John (VACO);
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: No
Accepted: Yes
AcceptedTime: Mon Mar 19 12:33:00 Central Daylight Time 2018

All [b] will not be able to participate in the entire session so we are going to start at 7:30PM to get feedback from [b]. Thanks, [b]!

Scheduling POC: [b] va.gov
Scheduling POC: (b)(6) and (b)(6)va.gov

All, I am including everyone in the group in case anyone has any last minute scheduling changes.

Thanks,
Good afternoon,

A friendly reminder to please let me know which date works best for your schedule. Please feel free to call me with any questions.

Thank you,

Good evening,
We would like to schedule a call in the next few days to share feedback on the VA EHR contract. I have been corresponding with many of you on different dates and times next week, but we are going to schedule the call for either Sunday 3/18 at 4PM EST, Monday 3/19 at 4PM EST or Tuesday 3/20 at 4PM EST. Please let me know which date will work best for your schedule. Feel free to call me with any questions and I look forward to hearing from you.

Thank you,

Executive Assistant to the Assistant Secretary
Office of Information and Technology
US Department of Veterans Affairs

Desk: [b] (b) 
Cell: [b] (6)
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: Windom, John H. ; Blackburn, Scott R. ; Truex, Matthew
Cc: Bruce Moskowitz
Subject: Canceled: EHR VA Call
Date: Tue Mar 20 2018 11:33:29 CDT
Attachments:
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: Blackburn, Scott R. Windom, John H. Moskowitz, Bruce Moskowitz; Truex, Matthew; Foster, Michele; IP; Frenchman59, Marc Sherman; Foster, Michele (SES); Foster, Michele (SES) Short, John (VACO); Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele (SES); Foster, Michele (SES) Short, John (VACO); Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michele; Foster, Michel...
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: VA CIO Executive Schedule
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Subject: VA EHR Call
Date: Mon Mar 19 2018 12:32:30 CDT
Attachments:

StartTime: Tue Mar 20 18:30:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
EndTime: Tue Mar 20 19:00:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Location: 
Invites: Blackburn, Scott R.; Windom, John H.; Truex, Matthew; Bruce Moskowitz; Marc Sherman; IP; Foster, Michele (SES); Zenooz, Ashwini; Short, John (VACO);
Recurring: No
ShowReminder: Yes
ReminderMinutes: 15
ReminderTime: Tue Mar 20 18:15:00 Central Daylight Time 2018
Accepted: No

All, will not be able to participate in the entire session so we are going to start at 7:30PM to get feedback from . Thanks.

Scheduling POC:
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: Blackburn, Scott R. & Windom, John H.
Cc: Moskowitz & Marc Sherman

Subject: VHA EHR Call
Date: Sun Mar 18 2018 13:30:55 CDT

Attachments:

Scheduling POC: and va.gov

All, I am including everyone in the group in case anyone has any last minute scheduling changes.

Thanks,
I am available on Monday March 19th at either noon or at 4pm (but only until 6 p.m) and on Tuesday March 20th at 4 p.m. (but not at noon).

Marc Sherman

On Mar 15, 2018 12:04 PM, <b>(6)*********<b>(6)gmail.com> wrote:

Dr. Moskowitz prefers to keep the calls at Noon or 4:00 pm. He would be available Monday (3/19) or Tuesday(3/20) at those times.

On Thu, Mar 15, 2018 at 2:27 PM, <b>(6)*********va.gov> wrote:

Good afternoon,

Per Dr. Moskowitz we are looking to get all 7 folks on a call at the same time. Would you be able to tell me what times are available on Monday afternoon, Tuesday before 1PM or Wednesday? I will go from there.

Thanks.

_____

From: Bruce Moskowitz
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2018 1:27:32 PM
To: Windom, John H.; Blackburn, Scott R.; Truex, Matthew
Cc: <b>(6)*********gmail.com; IP: O'Rourke, Peter M.
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: EHR VA Call

I want to make sure we are all in agreement of how this is structured. Marc and I want to be on every call that the group is on to discuss the contract. The whole group needs to be on the same call so we all give input to the whole contract and hear the same considerations and comments. Let me know if there
is any discrepancy to this. Thank you

Sent from my iPad

Bruce Moskowitz M.D.

On Mar 15, 2018, at 12:28 PM, VA CIO Executive Schedule <(b)(5)va.gov> wrote:

<mime-attachment.ics>

--

(b)(6)
Patient Care Coordinator
Dr. Bruce Moskowitz, MD
Victor Farris Medical Building
1411 North Flagler Drive
(b)(6)
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Phone: (b)(6)
Fax: (b)(6)
Dr. Moskowitz prefers to keep the calls at Noon or 4:00 pm. He would be available Monday (3/19) or Tuesday (3/20) at those times.

On Thu, Mar 15, 2018 at 2:27 PM, [b][6] [b][6] [b][6] va.gov wrote:

Good afternoon,

Per Dr. Moskowitz we are looking to get all 7 folks on a call at the same time. Would you be able to tell me what times are available on Monday afternoon, Tuesday before 1PM or Wednesday? I will go from there.

Thanks, [b][6]

From: Bruce Moskowitz
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2018 1:27:32 PM
To: Windom, John H.; Blackburn, Scott R.; Truex, Matthew
Cc: [b][6] [b][6] [b][6] [b][6] [b][6]
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: EHR VA Call

I want to make sure we are all in agreement of how this is structured. Marc and I want to be on every call that the group is on to discuss the contract. The whole group needs to be on the same call so we all give input to the whole contract and hear the same considerations and comments. Let me know if there is any discrepancy to this. Thank you

Sent from my iPad

Bruce Moskowitz M.D.
Thank you just received

Sent from my iPad
Bruce Moskowitz M.D.

On Mar 15, 2018, at 11:08 AM, Marc Sherman <b>(6)gmail.com> wrote:

Thanks Matt.

On Mar 15, 2018 8:01 AM, "Truex, Matthew" <b>(6)@va.gov> wrote:

Mr. Sherman - The notice was just resent to Dr. Moskowitz. He should receive an email from the following address, [b](5)@mail.mil.

Thanks,
Matt

Matthew Truex
Contracting Officer
Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Procurement, Acquisition and Logistics
Scott and Matt

I received a document download email with a password from

AMRDEC Safe Access File Exchange

However, Bruce has not received a similar email. Can you please get that to him?

Marc
On Mar 13, 2018 2:04 PM, "Blackburn, Scott R." <blackburn.scott@va.gov> wrote:

Marc/Bruce/Ike – thank you so much for the prompt replies. I just spoke to Bruce. We’ve got 100% participation (my assistant, cc’d here) and we are moving forward. Matt Truex (cc’d, our contracting officer) is making sure everyone has the right material. (my assistant, cc’d here) will be organizing a few phone calls in 2 steps:

Step 1 – Basic orientation to the government contract structure. This will be a 30-45 minute orientation so that folks know what they are looking at. John Windom and Matt Truex will host this and clue people into the parts to focus on and parts that are standard government things that are less relevant. This can be done in groups (ideally) or in one-offs to fit to accommodate people’s busy schedules. (my assistant, cc’d here) has already scheduled 2 times in case these work for you. If they do not, she will work with your schedulers to find other times in the next 24-48 hours (sooner the better).

* Thursday 8:30-9:15am ET – confirmed
* Thursday 11:30am-12:15pm ET – confirmed

Step 2 – Feedback calls. Per Bruce’s idea, we’ll schedule 2 separate feedback calls for early next week. Both 90 minutes each. We are aiming for Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday at the latest. Liz will set these up.

* CIOs – and of course each of you are encouraged to join
* Doctors – and of course each of you are encouraged to join

Let me know how this sounds. Thank you again for your support and assistance on this critical matter.

Scott

From: Marc Sherman [mailto:marc.sherman@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 1:40 PM
To: Blackburn, Scott R.
Cc: IP; @gmail.com; Bruce Moskowitz; Truex, Matthew; Windom, John H.; DJS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: VA EHR NDA

Scott, Matt and John
Thank you for the NDA draft that you sent along and the organized approach. I have attached the following to close the loop:

1. a marked up version of the NDA with a few necessary adjustments in red-line so you can see the changes that were made,
2. a blank copy of the amended NDA for Bruce and Ike to sign, and
3. a signed copy by me of the amended NDA.

Thanks and happy to help as requested.

Marc

On Tue, Mar 13, 2018 at 10:31 AM, Blackburn, Scott R. <<b>(6)@va.gov>> wrote:

Ike, Bruce, Marc:

Thank each of you for agreeing to lend an extra set of outside eyes on the EHR contract. We appreciate your support and want to make sure we get to the best place possible for Veterans, the country and taxpayers. As we are incredibly grateful to you for volunteering your time, we want to make this as easy as possible for you. Here are 3 next steps.

1) We will need you to sign the attached NDA. Please return to Matt Truex (cc’d).

2) Matt will then send you the latest package under separate cover.

3) Given government contracts are different than what you are used to reading, we would propose a quick phone call so that we can orient you to the contract and help focus you on the parts where your expertise will be most valuable. Matt Truex (who is the government contracting officer) and John Windom (who is our EHR leader) will lead this from our side. I will ask <<b>(6)@va.gov>> (cc’d) here to help set up a time. We can either do this all together, if calendars match up, or separately if need be.

We have also connected with <<b>(6)>>, <<b>(6)>>, <<b>(6)>>, <<b>(6)>>, and <<b>(6)>>, who all have all received the NDA and we are working with them. I am hoping to connect with them today.

Thanks again!

Scott
Scott Blackburn
Acting CIO & Executive-in-Charge, Office of Information & Technology
Department of Veterans Affairs
Thanks Matt.

On Mar 15, 2018 8:01 AM, "Truex, Matthew" <b(6)bbbb@va.gov> wrote:

Mr. Sherman – The notice was just resent to Dr. Moskowitz. He should receive an email from the following address, <b(5)bbbbb@mil.mail.mil>.

Thanks,
Matt

Matthew Truex
Contracting Officer
Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Procurement, Acquisition and Logistics
Technology Acquisition Center
23 Christopher Way
Eatontown, New Jersey 07724
Office: <b(8)b
Mobile: <b(6)b
Scott and Matt

I received a document download email with a password from

AMRDEC Safe Access File Exchange

However, Bruce has not received a similar email. Can you please get that to him?

Marc

On Mar 13, 2018 2:04 PM, "Blackburn, Scott R." <@va.gov> wrote:

Marc/Bruce/Ike – thank you so much for the prompt replies. I just spoke to Bruce. We've got 100% participation and we are moving forward. Matt Truex (cc’d, our contracting officer) is making sure everyone has the right material. (my assistant, cc’d here) will be organizing a few phone calls in 2 steps:
Step 1 – Basic orientation to the government contract structure. This will be a 30-45 minute orientation so that folks know what they are looking at. John Windom and Matt Truex will host this and clue people into the parts to focus on and parts that are standard government things that are less relevant. This can be done in groups (ideally) or in one-offs to fit to accommodate people’s busy schedules. Liz has already scheduled 2 times in case these work for you. If they do not, she will work with your schedulers to find other times in the next 24-48 hours (sooner the better).

* Thursday 8:30-9:15am ET – confirmed
* Thursday 11:30am-12:15pm ET – confirmed

Step 2 – Feedback calls. Per Bruce’s idea, we’ll schedule 2 separate feedback calls for early next week. Both 90 minutes each. We are aiming for Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday at the latest. Liz will set these up.

* CIOs – and of course each of you are encouraged to join
* Doctors – and of course each of you are encouraged to join

Let me know how this sounds. Thank you again for your support and assistance on this critical matter.

Scott

From: Marc Sherman [mailto: gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 1:40 PM
To: Blackburn, Scott R.
Cc: IP; @gmail.com; Bruce Moskowitz; Truex, Matthew; Windom, John H.; DJS
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: VA EHR NDA

Scott, Matt and John

Thank you for the NDA draft that you sent along and the organized approach. I have attached the following to close the loop:

1.a marked up version of the NDA with a few necessary adjustments in red-line so you can see the changes that were made,
2. a blank copy of the amended NDA for Bruce and Ike to sign, and
3. a signed version by me of the amended NDA.

Thanks and happy to help as requested.

Marc

On Tue, Mar 13, 2018 at 10:31 AM, Blackburn, Scott R. <(b)(6)@va.gov> wrote:

Ike, Bruce, Marc:

Thank each of you for agreeing to lend an extra set of outside eyes on the EHR contract. We appreciate your support and want to make sure we get to the best place possible for Veterans, the country and taxpayers. As we are incredibly grateful to you for volunteering your time, we want to make this as easy as possible for you. Here are 3 next steps.

1) We will need you to sign the attached NDA. Please return to Matt Trux (cc'd).

2) Matt will then send you the latest package under separate cover.

3) Given government contracts are different than what you are used to reading, we would propose a quick phone call so that we can orient you to the contract and help focus you on the parts where your expertise will be most valuable. Matt Trux (who is the government contracting officer) and John Windom (who is our EHR leader) will lead this from our side. I will ask (b)(6) (cc’d) here to help set up a time. We can either do this all together, if calendars match up, or separately if need be.

We have also connected with (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(6) and (b)(6) who all have all received the NDA and we are working with them. I am hoping to connect with (b)(6) today.

Thanks again!

Scott

Scott Blackburn
Acting CIO & Executive-in-Charge, Office of Information & Technology
Department of Veterans Affairs
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: Windom, John H. Blackburn, Scott R. Truex, Matthew
Cc: Bruce Moskowitz
Bcc: 
Subject: EHR VA Call
Date: Thu Mar 15 2018 11:28:02 CDT
Attachments:
Good afternoon,

Per Dr. Moskowitz we are looking to get all 7 folks on a call at the same time. Would you be able to tell me what times are available on Monday afternoon, Tuesday before 1PM or Wednesday? I will go from there.

Thanks,

[signature]

From: Bruce Moskowitz
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2018 1:27:32 PM
To: Windom, John H.; Blackburn, Scott R.; Truex, Matthew
Cc: IP; O'Rourke, Peter M.
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: EHR VA Call

I want to make sure we are all in agreement of how this is structured. Marc and I want to be on every call that the group is on to discuss the contract. The whole group needs to be on the same call so we all give input to the whole contract and hear the same considerations and comments. Let me know if there is any discrepancy to this. Thank you

Sent from my iPad

Bruce Moskowitz M.D.

On Mar 15, 2018, at 12:28 PM, VA CIO Executive Schedule <va.gov> wrote:

<mime-attachment.ics>
From: VA CIO Executive Schedule
To: Truex, Matthew <o=va/ou=exchange administrative group
03/cn=recipients/cn=b6 (b) (6), (b) (6) Blackburn, Scott R.
> <o=va/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=b6 (b) (6), (b) (6) Windom, John H. <o=va/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=b6 (b) (6), (b) (6) Sherman <b6 (b) (6) mac.com>; Bruce Moskowitz
(b6 (b) (6) mac.com>}
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Subject: VA EHR Call 
Date: Thu Mar 15 2018 10:23:05 CDT 
Attachments: 